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Thomas Clausen, Christopher Dearlove, Philippe Jacquet, Ulrich Herberg
-15 to -16

- Editorial following WG, AD and directorate reviews.
  - Does not obsolese RFC 3626
  - Notation better aligned with RFC 5497.
  - Expanded Security Considerations, added reference to RFC 6622.
IESG Review

• Comments from Barry Leiba (DISCUSS), Benoit Claise, Martin Stiemerling (DISCUSS), Pete Resnick, Stephen Farrell (DISCUSS).

• All except Stephen Farrell’s DISCUSS resolved in -17. Adrian Farrel and Barry Leiba YES, 11 NO OBJECTION.
-16 to -17

- Resolved all comments and cleared all DISCUSSes except Stephen Farrell’s.

- Editorial changes to Terminology, Applicability, Protocol and Port Numbers, Local Attached Network Set, rejecting messages.

- Added overview of Routing and Flooding MPRs, comments on two many WILL_NEVER routers, time granularity to match NHDP, comments on interval parameters, comments on Flow and Congestion Control parameter changes.

- Moved Appendix D to be Appendix A, clarifying status.
OLSRv2 Status

- Authors to meet and discuss with Stephen Farrell on security comments (DISCUSS).

- Main question is why are guidelines for security sufficient?

- Intention to consider security (signatures using RFC 6622) in separate draft(s).

- Hope to complete IESG review soon.
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Status

• Adopted by WG.

• Completed WGLC.

• To submit for IETF review etc.